Trading Analytics TCA for loans and
money market instruments
An independent loans and money market TCA tool that provides global
empirical performance data to help measure and manage best execution.
Our service provides best execution, transaction cost measurement, analysis
and reporting for a wide range of loan and money market instruments. We
provide both the buyside and the sellside with the empirical performance
data needed to assist in supporting a full best execution process.

Key Stats

Given the relatively small number of fixed income trades per instrument,
sourcing comparable pricing for benchmarks has been a challenge,
especially when liquidity is scarce, or trade sizes are large. Our TCA for
loans and money markets uses our independent global pricing service,
which provides enhanced transparency for benchmark prices.

loan benchmark
prices

Transparency

Relevant

Pricing of over 6,400 instruments
from 2,100 issuers. Global coverage
of bilateral and syndicated loans
priced using multi-sourced data from
dealer runs, indicative sheets and
online posts to generate composite,
implied and modelled pricing.

Ability to measure execution quality
by comparing the nearest mid-price
vs. time of execution, far touch and
near touch slippages, liquidity scoring,
average bid/offer spreads, and number
of dealers quoting with sizes.

Verify
Pricing of over 60,000 money
market instruments. Money market
securities are priced as a spread
over local currency interest rate
curves and the interest rate curve
acts as a benchmark based on
currency and time to maturity.

Granularity
Intraday prices ensure up-todate information. Final price
data undergoes extensive quality
validation by the analyst team to
remove stale data or anomalies.

Contextualize
Liquidity measures such as liquidity
scores, quoted spreads, number of
dealer quotes, and others can also be
used to better correlate the benchmark
data with the corresponding
liquidity of the instrument.

Comply
The flexible report generation tool
facilitates surveillance, supervision
and management reporting
requirements including assistive MiFID
II best execution requirements.
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60,000+
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Customers
Hedge Funds
Asset Managers
Banks
Pension Funds

Web-based analytics and reporting services
The loans and money markets TCA platform combine the industry’s leading T+1 trade reporting system with
cutting edge trading analytics for loans and money market trading. This allows for a more comprehensive
analysis of trade execution quality in the context of our customers’ investment process.

Trade by trade analysis
Example of a loans report from the front end providing details of execution quality.

Example of a money markets report from the front end providing details of execution quality.
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